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TOTAL TEAMS ENTERED

• 20

MAXIMUM ROSTER SIZE

• Teams can carry up to 30 players (Teams caught with over 30 players are subject to forfeit)

• Players can only play for 1 team (Teams caught with players from another team are subject to forfeit)

• Players who will only be playing on Sunday must be on the official roster given to the tournament director no later than the 

Friday June 7th at 8pm MDT

SATURDAY POOL PLAY/ SUNDAY SINGLE ELIMINATION TOURNAMENT SET-UP

• Saturday's 3 game pool play for seeding (5 total pool play divisions)

• Sunday’s PRO DIV:  Top team from each division + 3 wild cards advance to Sunday’s PRO Single Elimination Tournament!

• Sunday’s COMP DIV: Next 8 teams based on tiebreakers formula advance to Sunday’s COMP Single Elimination Tournament!

• Tiebreakers decided by Record, Head to Head, and then Point Differential

• COMP TEAM SUNDAY PLAYOFF NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENT:  For teams that fail to make the PRO division playoffs the 

captain of the team must notify the PF3 of their intent to play in the COMP division playoffs on Sunday no later than 7pm 

MDT.   This gives the PF3 Staff the chance to adjust the COMP division schedule according for Sunday’s play…

RULE BOOK

• https://www.premierflagfootball.com/tournaments

GAME LENGTH 

• 22  minute halves 

OVERTIME  RULES

• No overtime games in Pool Play!

• OT will be in effect for Sunday’s Single Elimination Tournaments

MERCY RULE  

• No Mercy Rule!

WAIVERS

• All players must sign the roster/waiver or they will be ineligible to play

UNIFORMS

• Teams must have  one light, and one dark set of jerseys 

• Home team will  be required to wear dark jerseys if there is any dispute

FLAG BELTS 

• Teams must provide their own Triple Threat Flags or similar - all belts must be properly sewn on

FOOTBALL

• Teams must provide their own football (high school / college / pro)

MINIMUM AGE

• Eighteen (18)

AWARDS

• 1st place trophy (Both PRO and COMP),  All Tournament Awards, Championship Game MVP awards

CASH PRIZE

• $200 per team entered and Pro tournament winner takes all.  20  teams = $4000
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POOL PLAY  1 POOL PLAY  2 POOL PLAY  3 POOL PLAY  4 POOL PLAY  5

GT Field 1 Field 2 Field 3 Field 4

9 AM
CTS CO

Raptors CO
Chiefs CO

Outlaws WA
- -

10 AM
CTS CO

Chiefs CO
Raptors CO

Outlaws WA
Menace CO

Wolf Pack CO
Disciples CO
LV Misfits NV

11 AM
Bulls CO

Kryptonite CO
Peak CITY CO

AZ Union
Menace CO

LV Misfits NV
Wolf Pack CO 
Disciples CO

12 PM
Bulls CO

Peak City CO
Kryptonite CO
AZ Union CO

Rockers CO
EA Strays GA

MHB CO
Sudden Impact CO

1 PM
Chiefs CO

Raptors CO
CTS CO

Outlaws CO
Rockers CO

MHB CO
Sudden Impact

EA Strays GA

2 PM
The Bros CO
Misfits UT

Lightning CO
VIP CO

Menace CO
Disciples CO

Wolf Pack CO
LV Misfits NV

3 PM
Kryptonite CO
Peak City CO

Bulls CO
AZ Union

MHB CO
EA Strays GA

Rockers CO
Sudden Impact CO

4 PM
The Bros CO

VIP CO
Lightning CO

Misfits UT
- -

5PM
Misfits UT

VIP CO
The Bros CO
Lightning CO

- -

CTS (CO)

OUTLAWS (WA)

RAPTORS (CO)

CHIEFS (CO)

THE BROS (CO)

MISFITS (UT)

VIP (CO)

LIGHTNING (CO)

MENACE (CO)

MISFITS (LV)

DISCIPLES (CO)

WOLF PACK (CO)

EA STRAYS (GA)

MILE HIGH BUILT (CO)

ROCKERS (CO)

SUDDEN IMPACT (CO)

AZ UNION (AZ)

BULLS (CO)

KRYPTONITE (CO)

PEAK CITY (CO)

PRO DIV QUALIFIER:  Top team from each pool play div + 3 wild cards advance to Sunday’s PRO Single Elimination Tournament!

COMP DIV QUALIFIER:  Next 8 teams based on tiebreakers formula advance to Sunday’s COMP Single Elimination Tournament!

*Tiebreakers decided by Record, Head to Head, and then Point Differential



# 1

Field 2 - 12:00 am

# 8

Field 2 - 2:00 pm

# 4

Field  2 - 9:00 am

# 5

Field 2 - 3:00 pm

# 3

Field 2 - 10:00 am

# 6

Field 2 - 1:00 pm

# 2

Field 2 - 11:00 am

# 7

F I E L D  2

5

PRO DIV:  Top team from each Saturday Pool Play Division + 3 wild 

cards advance to Sunday’s PRO Single Elimination Tournament!

*Tiebreakers decided by Record, Head to Head, and then Point Differential



# 1

Field 3 - 12:00 am

# 8

Field 3 - 2:00 pm

# 4

Field  3 - 9:00 am

# 5

Field 3 - 3:00 pm

# 3

Field 3 - 10:00 am

# 6

Field 3 - 1:00 pm

# 2

Field 3 - 11:00 am

# 7

F I E L D  3

6

COMP DIV:  Next 8 teams based on tiebreakers formula 

advance to Sunday’s COMP Single Elimination Tournament!

*Tiebreakers decided by Record, Head to Head, and then Point Differential
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We want to welcome all the teams to the PF3's Best of the Best VII tournament. This is 

already shaping up to be the best one yet with 20 teams vying for the Pro Championship 

and a cash prize. One thing we know for sure is we'll have a brand new champion as none of 

our previous champions are in this year's tournament. Out of the 20 teams, we have 7 new 

to the tournament. Six teams are from the PF3 A League while five are from the PF3 B 

League. Four Colorado Springs teams are making the 45min drive north to see what all the 

talk is about. To round it out, we have five out of state teams. Right now the feeling is the 

Bros, CTS, Arizona Union, and EA Strays are the favorite's to bring home the ship but you 

never know how the tournament will play out. This year we'll have the Pro and Comp 

brackets on Sunday meaning sixteen teams will continue to ball out on Sunday. Let's make 

sure we all play with integrity, good sportsmanship, and keep building this tournament as 

the best in the country. Thank you once again to all the teams, Jesse Eaton, and Cory 

Julliard for making this tournament happen.

TOURNAMENT GUIDE CREDITS:

JESSE EATON – TOURNAMENT SCHEDULING

MICHAEL PARFITT (COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER) – ARTICLES

CARLOS ROMERO – CHIEF EDITOR

CORY JUILLARD (JUILLARD AWARDS) - DESIGN



C T S

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

Fresh off their 7th PF3 league Championship, CTS will be looking to add their first Best of the Best tournament championship to their trophy case. They 

definitely have the talent and experience to do just that. CTS could arguably be Colorado's top team. One huge reason for being so highly thought of is in 

large part due to their defensive prowess. Locking down the back end is PF3's interceptions record holder Jason Davis. The defense isn't made up of just one 

dude they also have defensive captain Scott O'Hara. O'Hara seems to be able to do it all from rushing the passer to covering. With or without Scotty, the pass 

rush will be a daunting task with Anthony Clayton and newer addition Mike Timm hunting the opposing QB down. Timm is tied for the PF3's sack record at 17. 

Of course CTS isn't just a defensive team, they can put up the points which is why they are one of the best. Dual threat QB Duece Richardson is the full 

package. If you give him running lanes he'll eat up the yards while he leaves everyone in his wake. If teams take away the running lanes he has a multitude of 

receiving options. One addition to his already stacked receiving options is speedster Julian Banks. Banks can play almost any position on offense while also 

playing great ball on the defensive side. Mitch Colin is CTS's top receiver who runs precise routes and will come down with the jump ball about 80% of the 

time. Of course none of this would be possible without a great O-line and teams in the tournament should be aware that CTS has just that. Their normal O-line 

is great with Nate Grooms, Mike Lanford, Takeyon Harrison, and James Holmes but now they've added Huskers stud lineman Ceddy Mauga. Just thinking 

about it, this could quite possibly be in the best O-line conversation of the Colorado teams. Once again we should see CTS in the Pro bracket and making a 

run at the championship. Wouldn't it be something if it was an all Colorado championship, CTS vs Bros, again for a championsh ip?

Established 2007
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Team Previews Written By: Michael Parfitt - Colorado Flag Football Corner



A Z   U N I O N

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

The Runner-ups from last year are returning to change that runner-up title to Champion. Of course it won't come easy but Arizona Union 

definitely has the team to accomplish the feat. Contrary to “popular” perception, Arizona Union is no push over team. AZ Union will be bringing 

some bling with them as they won the Battle World's in the 5 man contact division which showcased a lot of the same players who will be 

making the trip to Best of the Best. It pains me to say but not one Colorado team was able to beat Union in last year's Best of the Best. Damion 

Kindle will once again be… well, Damion Kindle. He'll be sure to try and get into others head all while bringing a good bull rush when he lines up 

at DE. Alongside DK, will be Josh Hendricks who is a great play making linebacker. Hendricks is very physical and is an absolute dog. Their 

offense is multifaceted with the capability to run traditional or spread it out. When going traditional, Ernie Bailey is incredibly tough to get by. Of 

course when they decide to run, you need to keep your head on a swivel because Ernie will be looking to serve some pancakes. He could have 

possibly lead the tournament last year in pancakes (thankfully I wasn't hungry enough to get any). Pounding the rock will be Tazyzo Orr, who is 

a home run threat when he gets the ball. Running at QB this year for Arizona will be Julian Madison. Likely on the receiving end of a chunk of the 

touchdowns will be Jordan Harrison. Harrison has a ridiculous vertical and his one handed catches make Odell Beckham look like a chump. Oh 

by the way Harrison and Devonte' Nelson at slot will be “dipping dots” all over the field. To sum it up these guys are a real threat for the Pro 

championship. They are pretty much a shoe in for the Pro bracket.

Established 2018
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Team Previews Written By: Michael Parfitt - Colorado Flag Football Corner



E A  S T R A Y S

G E O R G I A

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

Making their way all the way from Georgia is the EA Strays. First, I'll say welcome to the Best of the Best tournament. This is a fairly 

young team as they were established Dec 1, 2016, however, in their first year they traveled to Orlando and won the Battle Nat ionals. This 

is a very hungry team that is looking to gain national respect. Teams should be on the lookout for Chris "Showtime" Williams to live up to 

his nickname at the Wide Receiver position. Once the Strays are on defense, quarterbacks will need to be on the lookout for pass rusher 

William Howard. He's a great combination of speed and technique which help him to beat the brakes off offensive linemen. William Howard 

ran with Georgia United for a bit so he is no stranger to go against the best. There is no way a team from Georgia will be making the trip 

unless they are stacked with speed and talent. I'd be expecting an insane pass rush from all over, those east coast teams know how to 

bring the heat. Of course as with all new out of state teams, how will the elevation affect them? Even when GU played their f irst year they 

felt the effects of the high altitude. I'll say this, everything people say about the elevation is not an understatement. My prediction is mid 

to late seed in the Pro bracket but definitely feeling the Mile High air.

Established 2016
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Team Previews Written By: Michael Parfitt - Colorado Flag Football Corner



T H E   B R O S

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

This squad is quite possibly the deepest team in the tournament. I say this because two top tier PF3 teams combining in the Bros and Huskers. On the 

offensive side of the ball, they have three legit options to pick from to play QB. Donell Wells and Artie Barcelo are similar in style playing more of a backyard 

style rather than conventional scheme. Together they bring 8 total Atlas Awards (PF3 Top Season quarterback), including the last seven having been 

awarded to one of those guys. To go along with those two, they also have Mario Lopez, who was the Huskers QB this past PF3 season however his natural 

position is as a pass rusher. For the receivers, I'm not sure if I have enough space to mention everyone. Coming over to the Bros from Huskers will be 

Antoine Kelly, who can take any pass to the house from any spot on the field. Out jumping just about anyone will be Moss Henderson. Of course, among all the 

wide receivers the most over looked weapon is center Davaughn Thornton, who is a former CU Buffalo tight-end. With this offensive talent I can see them 

putting up around 30 points per game in the first three pool play games. Of course, teams can't win without a defense and this team should have one of the 

best. They will be entering the tournament with the best overall d-line, I'm almost willing to say ever in Colorado. Starting with the spring 2019 PF3 sack 

leader Koree Ross bringing a heck of a speed rush. His normal running mate is straight power and reminds me of Khalil Mack, Greg Jackson w ill be darn near 

impossible to block. Normally those two alone are a pain but throw in long time vet and great pass rusher Mario Lopez, who is technique and speed. Another 

Huskers player thrown into the mix who can play almost everywhere on defense, is Scotty Phillips. Rounding out this set of five pass rushers is DaJuan

Thomas who is a perfect combination of power and speed. The Bros could quite possibly lead the tournament in sacks from this group, they are that good. To 

sum up, the Bros should be considered one of Colorado favorites to win the Pro bracket.

Established 2015
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Team Previews Written By: Michael Parfitt - Colorado Flag Football Corner



S P O K A N E   O U T L A W S

W A S H I N G T O N

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

The Spokane Outlaws will be making their first appearance in the Best of the Best. Team manager Brooks Goff Will be returning with his 

own team, after running with Cali Coalition last year. With excellent hand placement and standing at 6'6", Francis Depaolo and Ricky Jhalli 

hold down the offensive line from the tackle spots. Those sound like some tough boys to get around. Even if you’re able to get past them, 

Travis Ward has nerves of steel standing in the pocket. The Outlaws have plenty of Best of the Best tournament experience on the team, 

as they picked up six Seattle Baddog players. One of those players is Mat Davis, who will play MLB. Davis has great field vis ion from his 

time playing safety at Oregon State. Along with Davis on defense, Goff will be bringing the heat on the d-line. As stated before, he played 

with Cali Coalition last year which is his normal traveling team. With that being said, he has plenty of experience in big tournaments and 

knows all the tricks to get past any offensive linemen. The Outlaws are considered the top team in the Northwest, owning Championships 

the last three years in Northwest Flag Championship tournaments in Eugene, OR. This squad prides themselves on their pass rush, which 

has the capability to beat traditional and spread teams. I'm going to say this right now, don't overlook this team. They are my dark horse 

going into the tournament and I won't be surprised if/when they make it to the Pro bracket on Sunday as a higher seed. 

Established 1998
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M I L E   H I G H   B U I L T

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

Making a rare appearance in the Best of the Best is Colorado's very own, Mile High Built. They'll be showcasing their always stingy 

defense with Keith Truitt locking down one corner spot and former NFL player Evan Frie bringing the pass rush. Frie brings a remarkable 

combination of strength, speed, and technique that will give offensive lineman headaches all day long. A huge addition for this team is Eric 

Brown, one of Colorado's most dynamic players. Brown will be lining up at DB but I'm sure he'll get some WR play too. On offense, Mile 

High Built has added long time legendary QB Derek "Doc" Holiday and PF3 record setting WR Anthony Rankin. The biggest question for 

MHB to answer is how smooth the transition will be from a spread scheme to a traditional one. The reason for the question is due to lack 

of O-linemen that MHB typically has. I'm sure Doc will do some convincing on bringing his former O-line to play for this tournament. Doc 

has been around the game for so long that nothing phases him. His poise is remarkable while he drops dimes to his receivers. Ross 

Alisiani will be one of those receivers. The big play may be there when teams fall asleep from the possession game that I'm sure they'll

implement. Overall this is a very well balanced team that is looking for one of the eight pro bracket slots. I'd be shocked if they don't end 

up in the Pro bracket with the amount of talent and depth this team has.

Established 2009
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Team Previews Written By: Michael Parfitt - Colorado Flag Football Corner



M I S F I T S

U T A H

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

Returning for their fourth Best of the Best appearance is the Utah Misfits. Last year they went 1-1-1 in pool play that earned them a #2 

seed in the Comp Bracket. They wound up losing to Kryptonite in the first round. This team did however bounce back in January to win the 

Division 2 FlagMag World Championships. The captain of this squad is Dustin Heath who's also runs at QB for them. When I asked about his 

team he said he's still working on the squad and that their team name is rightfully fitting. Who he does know will be playing is Sean 

Gabaldon at Safety, Ima Polamalu at WR, and Braxton Weixler on the line. The last time I watched these guys, they had success with the 

double pass and spread system, which can give teams headaches. Depending on who else Dustin can pick up and how well they gel

together will determine just how far they can go. In all reality with so many questions I'm fairly confident these guys won't be making it 

into the Pro bracket and would be more of a challenger for the Comp Bracket once again.

Established 2012

Team Previews Written By: Michael Parfitt - Colorado Flag Football Corner
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M E N A C E

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:
In terms of the team name, Menace is returning to the Best of the Best tournament. Last year Menace had combined with the Huskers to form a 

star studded team. Even without that merger, Colorado Menace is star studded on its own. The merger resulted in a Pro bracket appearance 

but fell to CTS by an extra point. The chemistry wasn't quite on target, but with Menace being back to their own team, that issue should be 

ironed out from the spring season. Leading the offense will once again be Jesse Eaton. Jesse had the spring season to get back to form, as he 

had multiple surgeries to recover from. He still has plenty of zip on his throws while getting the ball to his weapons such as Kyle Trinidad. 

Menace has also recently added multi-position athlete Andrew Bergner (a former CU defensive back) to that WR and DB rotation, which will only 

help their offense. Those WR's have the ability to take short passes to the house on any given play. Plenty of time should be had in the pocket as 

Jesse has arguably the best O-line in the state of Colorado. On defense Menace is as good if not better than before. They also still have the 

pass rush freak Donovan Haynes to snag those QB sacks. Of course they have a multitude of other pass rushers who will get the sack if 

Donovan doesn't. Menace will surely be a top tier seed and should make the Pro bracket. Of course once you get into the pro tournament, the 

outcomes start to come down to what your depth looks like. Fortunately for Menace they totally understand that and I will not be shocked if 

they show up with 30 guys, all of which can compete with the best. For that very reason they are one of the four or five teams that are my 

favorite to win it all.

Established 2012
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Team Previews Written By: Michael Parfitt - Colorado Flag Football Corner



B U L L S

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

When the Bulls registered, I was asked “who are the Bulls?” Well it is the NoCo Bulls combined with the Oilers, both from Colorado. With the talent that 

this team should have, they would be able to compete with most of the top teams. They’ll have stud quarterback David Knighton tossing the rock. 

Knighton is spectacular at standing in the pocket regardless of the traffic around him. Some of his major targets will be 2019 PF3 Spring All-Pro 

receiver Josh Morris and top Oilers receivers Jalen Kittrell along with Dezant Burks. Morris also earned the 2019 PF3 Spring "Primetime" award for 

the top offensive production in the league. The merger will be interesting to see what positions certain guys will ultimately play. One positive from this 

merger will be the added depth but guys will need to set their egos aside while giving up some play time to make this work. I 'm sure we'll all have to 

wait until the tournament to actually see what the Bulls actually do with everyone but what I'm anticipating is more Oilers on the defensive side while 

the offense is made up of more NoCo players. In years past there have been a couple of Colorado team mergers with mixed results. The key to 

success on this merger will dependant on how much chemistry the team can put together in a short time. I'd say both teams combine to boast top tier 

guys at just about every position except one: pass rusher. That is no slight against either teams pass rushers, who could be placed in the good but not 

great category. That "good" pass rush might be enough to get the job done, they just don’t have that one single guy who can a lter another team’s 

game plan. Look for the Bulls to be in the thick of the Pro bracket race at the end of Saturday.

Established 2016
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Team Previews Written By: Michael Parfitt - Colorado Flag Football Corner



V I P

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

After taking a year off, the Colorado Springs VIP are making their way back to the Best of the Best tournament. Long considered the best 

Springs team mainly because they were the only team anyone heard of. Now they have some competition and have gone back and forth

for their leagues championships. VIP have around 7 Colorado Springs league championships to their resume. Lead by long time veteran 

QB Juan Gallegos who brings a cannon for an arm. That is huge for getting the ball to very good WR Dezmend Tribble. Tribble will also play 

defensive back to give other wide outs a hard time. Lining up alongside Tribble at WR is Russell "Fluff" Curtis who is a speed demon. VIP 

runs a traditional offense and is well versed in that offense. The last time VIP played in Best of the Best they went 0-2-1 losing only by a 

combined 2 points to Rockers and CTS and tying the Utah Misfits. I’m viewing this team as a fringe Pro bracket/comp bracket team. I find 

it difficult to believe with their talent they'd go winless again. Regardless of the outcome, VIP will come away with the experience of 

playing top teams and the opportunity to play different teams rather than the same ones they've been playing.

Established 2002
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Team Previews Written By: Michael Parfitt - Colorado Flag Football Corner



W O L F   P A C K

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

The Wolfpack are one of the four Colorado Springs teams coming up for the tournament. A newer squad that was only established June of 

2018. They will bring Mario Robinson, the former Intruders QB to guide their offense. Mario is another duel threat QB that will surely be 

keeping defenses on their heels. This is a team is a mixture of military personnel and civilians that share a passion for this great game. 

You know they won't be backing down from any challenges that come their way. They are still working towards winning a championship 

but why not make the Best of the Best their first. They'd do so with a more traditional offense but even if they fall short this will be a 

great learning experience. Hopefully the family mentality of this team can make some noise in the pool play. My prediction for this squad 

is that they'll show flashes of good play but ultimately fall short of the Pro bracket. They might get into the Comp Bracket but if they do I 

think it will be as a lower seed.
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Team Previews Written By: Michael Parfitt - Colorado Flag Football Corner

Established 2018



D E N V E R   R O C K E R S

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

One of the few teams to make it in to every single Best of the Best is the Denver Rockers. Last year they surprised a lot of people when 

they delivered losses to Da Bears out of Utah, who had been in the finals the year prior and to the Noco Bulls who are a top team in 

Colorado. The only team the Rockers lost to in the entire tournament was Arizona Union. The 2 and 1 record earned them a spot in the pro 

tournament but fell a second time to AU by a slim margin. Armed with long time vets Pat Yanda, Spencer Schmittling, and Dave Luckey the 

Rockers boast plenty of experience. They've been infused with some young talent around them which has taken a few leagues to learn 

their role. Along with playing in multiple leagues in a week, the Rockers make out of state visits to Las Vegas for tournaments. Pat runs a 

tight ship when it comes to route running, so good thing he has some top notch route runners in Rob Galena, Richard Peterson, and 

Jerrad Burdick. Of course there is a long list of options for Pat but those are some of the main ones who will route darn near anyone. The 

key to success for the Rockers will be how the defense performs. Not known for spectacular defense, they do tend to surprise people on 

occasion. We shall see what kind of seeding they get, if it’s based off last year's success then it should be a mid- high seeding. If it's off 

their lack of success from their PF3 performance in the fall then it will probably be a mid-lower seeding. I'm on the team so it's hard for 

me to stay objective on my prediction so I’ll leave it at this is not a team to sleep on.

Established 1994
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Team Previews Written By: Michael Parfitt - Colorado Flag Football Corner



L O N G I S L A N D   R A P T O R S

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

One of the top teams from Colorado Springs is finally making the trip north: The Long Island Raptors. I found out about this team last year 

at the Rocky Mountain State Games tournament, then called Rhinos, came away with the tournament win. Jordan Buss is the captain of 

the team and from what I've heard he is a stellar pass rusher. I would definitely be trying to keep an eye out for him. They have a strong 

defense, which they ride to victory. On offense you'll have to watch out for Keith Hittle at QB, whose game is comparable to former NFL 

QB Michael Vick. One of Hittle's weapons he'll be looking to get the ball to is WR Kevin Miller. They may not always put up the most points 

but that's because they are focused on taking care of the ball. These guy are coming in with championships in the Colorado Springs 

league in 2017 and 2018 along with the 2018 Turkey bowl tournament. While I hear there is some solid competition in The Springs, these 

guys don't seem to get the opportunity to play to many other teams. So you get to know your opponent and their tendencies. They won't 

have that luxury in this tournament as The Springs teams will be spread out in different pools. I'm interested in seeing how much depth 

this team will have as those first three games can be the nail in the coffin for teams without a solid number of players. I'm looking at this 

team as a team on the Fringe of making the Pro bracket but not a sure thing. Whatever their end results are: this isn't The Springs 

anymore, Toto.

Established 2017
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Team Previews Written By: Michael Parfitt - Colorado Flag Football Corner



K R Y P T O N I T E

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

Making their second appearance in the Best of the Best, out of Colorado, is Kryptonite. In their first B.O.B appearance, the pool play didn't 

quite go as they had hoped going 0 and 3 on the day. They made up for it after being placed in the Comp bracket by beating the Utah 

Misfits in round one but lost to the eventual Comp champions the Seattle Baddogs. This year Kryptonite knows a little more of what to 

expect. Jovan Mays will be tossing the rock again for Kryptonite. He has a good arm and can fire it in to tight spaces but he will scramble 

if his first or second read aren't there. Kryptonite is built around having a strong defense to compliment the talents of Mays on the 

offensive side. Leading the way on defense is Captain Derek Watson and Steve Heit. Derek may be under sized but he flies around with 

reckless abandon. Steve Heit is the true definition of a middle linebacker, from his leadership to his physical play. Looking at Kryptonite 

honestly, they don't have the overall top tier talent to truly compete with the Pro squads but they are good enough to challenge for the 

comp championship. The lower seed that I'm anticipating they'll get will not do any favors in the pool play. Even though everyone plays to 

win the game, what Kryptonite should take away from the tournament is what schemes the top tier teams implement. They could f ind a 

way to use those very same schemes in their own system for league play and then come to next year's BOB that much better.. 

Established 2016
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T H E   D I S C I P L E S

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

With a third straight showing the Disciples are looking to make strides from the previous two years. They used to go by The A lphas in 

previous years but it's close to the same team, just with added weapons. Once again, Dero Ard will lead his team from the quarterback 

spot. He can hurt teams with his legs along with his strong arm. The added running threat adds the option scheme to this dynamic

offense. Newly transitioning RB Romain "Cornbread" Washington adds an x-factor as he can run the ball along with being a receiver from 

the backfield. They've also added a red zone receiver in 6'7" Shondell Lee. As of late the Disciples have been killing it on the defensive side 

with long time vet CB Michael Coleman being a thorn in wide receivers sides. They also have veterans Gary Simon and Stephen Husky 

holding the linebacker duties. This team gave the eventual B Legaue champions the hardest time and barely lost to them. A lot of teams 

may overlook the Disciples which would be bad move. Still up and coming they could sneak into the Pro bracket but I'm anticipating a run 

at the Comp Bracket championship for these guys.

Established 2019
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D E N V E R   L I G H T N I N G

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

Make their Best of the Best debut is the Denver Lightning. This is one of PF3's Comp Division squads with aspirations of being a Pro 

Division team. Going up against the top tier teams in this tournament could help them get to their goal of winning the B league. Knowing 

this team from top to bottom, I'm not so sure they can match talent with talent straight up. One thing they do have up their sleeve is their 

spread offense, which will catch some teams off guard. While you try to figure out how to defend this special offense, they have already 

put up 20 points. The biggest key to success for Lightning comes on the defense’s shoulders. Running the spread offense with precision is 

QB John Everhart. They'll rely heavily on the playmaking ability of Douglas Clinkscales, CJ Dixon, and Jalene Sampson. I'm questioning if 

they'll add more players before the tournament, as depth was an issue in the spring PF3 playoffs. All four players play on both sides of 

the ball. Defensive lineman Ben Butler is a handful to handle with his power. Ben will play offense but very sparingly due to the offensive 

scheme. With the questions surrounding the Lightning and limited tournament experience, making the Pro bracket will be an extremely 

tough task. What would be more realistic for them is to set their sights on, would be the Comp Bracket. That in its self isn't guaranteed as 

only the top 16 teams are set to make the bracket play on Sunday.

Established 2015
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D E N V E R   C H I E F S

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

Returning for their second Best of the Best tournament is the Denver Chiefs. This squad was reluctant at first to register due to some 

questions surrounding their QB position. Well, with a little help from Georgia United’s decision to not come out this year and my match 

making skills, they will have Best of the Best IV Champion, Offensive MVP and All-Tournament selection Will Franklin at QB. So that “small” 

addition should be quite helpful in their bid for the championship. This team isn’t as stacked as his Georgia team but Kiko Zarate at WR will 

be a dangerous weapon at Franklin’s disposal. Another good option at WR/RB will be LaPhonso Salas. The Chiefs finished the PF3 spring 

season as the #1 seed in B league with a record of 6 and 1. I'm not sure what kind of offense they'll implement especially with Will at QB, 

but their defense is more of a bend don't break. The biggest question will be: how will they handle going against a spread offensive 

scheme? These guys have played against top Colorado teams before and can put up points, but it was the defense that took some

lashings. I'm guessing this team could put up a fight but, ultimately, I believe they'll be competing more in the Comp Bracket than the Pro 

bracket.

Established 2014
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S U D D E N   I M P A C T

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

A late Colorado team addition of Sudden Impact helped in getting the Best of the Best tournament at a record 20 teams. Sudden Impact is 

one of the PF3's B League teams who compete season after season. Wes Olmsted has competed in the tournament on multiple teams so

he knows what to expect. He can play multiple positions but most of the time he runs at LB. They've been looking for a true quarterback in 

league play for a little while but believe they have found the answer in lefty Andrez Gallion. Gallion comes with years of experience in 

6man play style but finally decided to make the transition to 8man about a year or so ago. He still is learning the 8man game but mainly 

ironing out the finer details. He brings a duel threat for this offense but he prefers to throw the ball than run. One big weapon he'll have 

at his disposal will be Maurice Mansfield. Mansfield has played against some of the top teams in the state which is a huge benefit. The 

offensive line is anchored by Zach Hum. Zach isn't afraid of getting physical and does a good job of getting the snap off while blocking up 

the middle. In my eyes it's a long shot for Sudden Impact to make the Pro bracket but they have a decent shot at making the Comp

bracket.
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Established 2015



M I S F I T S

N E V A D A

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

A late newcomer to the Best of the Best is the Las Vegas Misfits. Not much is known about this squad which is ran by Adam Aguilar. They 

do have a championship from last fall in one of the Las Vegas leagues that are ran at all American Football fields. They have a core that 

has been balling together since High school days. With so much unknown from this team I can't say I believe they'll be in the Pro bracket. I 

inquired about to some of Las Vegas’s other top teams about the Misfits and they mentioned they believe they run a spread scheme. 

Another team said they aren't viewed as one of the top four or five teams in Vegas. So with that said this team could compete in the comp 

bracket, I guess you all will learn about this Misfits squad the same time I will be.
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P E A K   C I T Y  A T H L E T I C S

C O L O R A D O

W W W . P R E M I E R F L A G F O O T B A L L . C O M

Team Preview:

This team is still in its infancy, they've only played together for about a year now. Don't let that fool you because they are truly stacked 

with top tier talent. Coming from them, they say they’re "the most talented team you'll come across." Hmmm, that's mighty high praise 

considering they haven't even seen some of the best teams in the state, let alone what some out of state teams bring to the table. They do 

boast very talented players with former Pro and college experience, along with other high level players. To my understanding, three 

brothers in Jeffrey, Jamil, and Keyshon Cooks run the team. Peak City is very team oriented and didn't have any one player they wanted 

to feature. I'd say be on the lookout for Jamil Cooks playing QB and defensive line. How far they will go will ultimately rest on Jamil’s 

shoulders. Blocking for Jamil will be Kenyon Brantley, who at 6'2" and 280 lbs, is a beast. Brantley played College ball at Alcorn State. 

They sent me a roster of 12 guys but hopefully they add a few more guys, otherwise it will be a long day on Saturday. With the talent on 

this team, they could stay with some of the top teams but ultimately I feel the inexperience and possible lack of depth may be too much to 

overcome to make the pro bracket. They could very well compete for the Comp Bracket championship which is probably more realistic.

Established 2018
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PRO Division - Best of the Best I - Scores & Awards

Championship Game July 21st 2013 Denver Goats 26 CTS 6

Offensive MVP Dave Maestas QB Denver Goats

Defensive MVP Brian Rippley LB Denver Goats

All-Tournament Team Derrek Devan OL Denver Goats
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PRO Division - Best of the Best II - Scores & Awards

Championship Game June 8th 2014 Denver Goats 0 Denver Gamblers 0

Offensive MVP Tony Lindsay QB Denver Gamblers

Defensive MVP Sean Rippley DB Denver Goats

All-Tournament Team JuJu Hampton WR Denver Gamblers

All-Tournament Team Julian Banks WR/DB Denver Gamblers

All-Tournament Team Dave Maestas QB Denver Goats

All-Tournament Team Brian Sump DB/WR Denver Goats

All-Tournament Team Jamaal Sinkler OL CTS

All-Tournament Team Eric Mitchell DB Mile High Built
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PRO Division - Best of the Best III - Scores & Awards

Championship Game June 14th 2015 Denver Goats 19 Mile High Built 18

Offensive MVP Derrick Holliday QB Denver Goats

Defensive MVP Julian Banks DB Denver Goats

All-Tournament Team Darius Watts WR Denver Goats

All-Tournament Team Travis Nelson DB Denver Goats

All-Tournament Team Jason Lachuga QB Mile High Built

All-Tournament Team Duece Richardson WR Mile High Built

All-Tournament Team David Massullo WR Stallions (CS)

All-Tournament Team Robbie Casados Jr WR/RB/S Denver Knights
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PRO Division - Best of the Best IV - Scores & Awards

Championship Game June 12th 2016 Georgia United 12 Denver Goats 6

Offensive MVP Will Franklin Georgia United QB

Defensive MVP Terry McClain Georgia United LB

All-Tournament Team Brandon Jones Georgia United WR / DB

All-Tournament Team Will Franklin Georgia United QB

All-Tournament Team Michael Reilly Goats (CO) WR / DB

All-Tournament Team Brian Sump Goats (CO) WR / DB

All-Tournament Team Josh White DNA (MO) QB

All-Tournament Team Duece Richardson CTS (CO) QB
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PRO Division - Best of the Best V - Scores & Awards

Championship Game June 11th 2017 Georgia United 19 Da Bears (UT) 12

Offensive MVP Jordan Ainey Georgia United WR

Defensive MVP Terone Shephard Georgia United DB

All-Tournament Team Jason Perry Georgia United OL

All-Tournament Team Rashad Brooks Georgia United DL

All-Tournament Team Tanner Rehrer Da Bears (UT) WR / DB

All-Tournament Team Casey Rehrer Da Bears (UT) QB

All-Tournament Team Duece Richardson CTS (CO) QB

All-Tournament Team Jesse Eaton Menace (CO) QB
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PRO Division - Best of the Best VI - Scores & Awards

Championship Game June 10th 2018 Cali Coalition 06 AZ Union 00

Offensive MVP Antwoine Brown WR Cali Coalition

Defensive MVP Don Robinson DL Cali Coalition

All-Tournament Team Jeremy Ormonde WR Cali Coalition

All-Tournament Team Antoine Haynes WR Cali Coalition

All-Tournament Team Jae Chang DB Cali Coalition

All-Tournament Team Maritin Moriel Jr DB Arizona Union

All-Tournament Team Tayzo Orr RB/WR Arizona Union

All-Tournament Team Jordan Ainey WR Georgia United

All-Tournament Team Victor Harris DL CTS

COMP Division - Best of the Best VI - Scores & Awards

Championship Game June 10th 2018 BADDOGS (WA) 06 HOUSE (CO) 0

Offensive MVP Brice Malone C Seattle Baddogs

Defensive MVP Dan Kleckner FS Seattle Baddogs
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If benefits are to be derived from athletics, the highest standard of conduct and sportsmanship 
must be maintained. The conduct and sportsmanship of the players, coaches, and others 
associated with the Premier Flag Football Federation should be exemplary.  Everyone 
participating should conduct themselves so that they are a credit to the sport.

Players and team representatives are to abide by, and follow the rules of the guidelines below.

 Encourage good sportsmanship from fellow players, team representatives, and officials at 
every game by demonstrating good sportsmanship.

 Treat team representatives, other players, officials and fans with respect regardless of race, 
sex, creed, or abilities.

 Do not engage in unsportsmanlike conduct with any team representative, player, league 
official, or any other attendee.

 Do not engage in any behavior which would endanger the health, safety, or well-being of a 
team representative, player, league official, or any other attendee.

 Do not engage in the use of profanity.
 Do not engage in verbal or physical threats or abuse aimed at any team representative, player, 

league official or any other attendee.
 Do not initiate a fight or scuffle with any team representative, player, league official, or any 

other attendee.
 If players or team representatives fail to abide by the above code of conduct they will be 

subject to disciplinary action that could include, but is not limited to the following:
 Verbal warning by an official
 Penalties by an official that may affect the outcome of a game
 Suspension 
 Lifetime ban from all PF3 events (leagues and tournaments)

Players and team representatives must understand that they must uphold the PF3 Player Code of 
Conduct at all times.  All players and coaches should know the importance of sportsmanship.  In 
order to keep this league successful, and be able to secure our fields for years to come, this code 
of conduct must be strictly adhered to.

By receiving an invitation to play in a PF3 league/event please understand that it’s because your 
team is not only talented, but has previously displayed a high standard of sportsmanship.  Let’s 
show everyone why they would want to compete in the Premier Flag Football Federation!  

“Show class, have pride, and display character. If you do, winning takes care of itself.”
Paul "Bear" Bryant
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18601 Sports Park Dr, Aurora, CO 80011

SUNDAY’S PRO & COMP 

TOURNAMENTS                        

FIELDS 2 & 3

SATURDAY’S POOL PLAYS 

FIELDS 1 , 2 , 3 , 4



FORCAST FOR  THIS WEEKEND
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE PROHIBITED ON THE SYNTHETIC TURF 

FIELDS AT AURORA SPORTS PARK!

• Metal spikes

• Glass containers

• All drinks except water

• Gum, candy, shelled nuts/seeds & food

• Picking or pulling grass fibers

• Tents/chairs stakes, only free-standing sun shelters & chairs only

• Unauthorized motorized vehicles or any type of snow removal 

equipment

• Bicycles, skateboards, scooters or other wheeled equipment

• Fires, fireworks or toys containing flammable liquids

• Smoking or tobacco products

• Pets (on or off leash)

• Golfing of any kind

• Portable heaters

• Scaffolding

FORCAST FOR  THIS WEEKEND

Please make sure you let your players, friends, and family know that these rules will be strictly enforced. 

Failure to follow these rules will result in the loss of our ability to secure these fields in the future. If it’s 

noticed that any of these rules are being broken all games will be halted immediately until issue is 

resolved!  

Don’t be the team that causes this tournament to run behind schedule and/or 

waiting on to resume games!!!
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Aurora Sports park as a strict lightening 
policy. If lightning is detected within 10 miles 
of the park they will go on a 30 minute delay.  

This delay is reset with every new strike 
within 10 miles. 

Onsite staff we be monitoring the weather 
but and the PF3 staff will work with them in 

making decision and announcements. If there 
is a lightning delay the fields have to be 

cleared immediately and everyone has to go 
to their vehicles.

Please work with us to follow this park policy 
for the safety of our players and fans!!!
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Out of respect for the parents and children that will 
be attending this event we ask that loud music or 

music with explicit lyrics not be played. 

FAILURE TO COMPLY WILL RESULT IN PENALTIES
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PLAN TO ARRIVE EARLY TO YOUR GAME
SEE BELOW FOR CURRENT PROJECT INFORMATION THAT MAY EFFECT TRAVEL TO THE PARK
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Temperature

Minimum Temperature 46.0 °F

Mean Temperature 56.4 °F

Maximum Temperature 70.9 °F

Temperature

Minimum Temperature 62.7 °F

Mean Temperature 72.4 °F

Maximum Temperature 89.6 °F

Precipitation

Total Precipitation
Rain and/or melted snow reported.

0.00 IN

www.almanac.com/weather

Precipitation

Total Precipitation
Rain and/or melted snow reported.

0.64 IN

BEST OF THE BEST II
Northglenn, CO - June 8th, 2014

BEST OF THE BEST I
Northglenn CO – July 21st, 2013

Temperature

Minimum Temperature 53.8 °F

Mean Temperature 67.4 °F

Maximum Temperature 82.6 °F

Precipitation

Total Precipitation
Rain and/or melted snow reported.

0.18 IN

BEST OF THE BEST III
Thornton CO – June 14th, 2015

FORCAST FOR  THIS WEEKEND

Temperature

Minimum Temperature 56.7 °F

Mean Temperature 72.5 °F

Maximum Temperature 90.0 °F

Precipitation

Total Precipitation
Rain and/or melted snow reported.

0.00 IN

BEST OF THE BEST IV
Aurora, CO – June 12th, 2016

Temperature

Minimum Temperature 59.0 °F

Mean Temperature 69.1 °F

Maximum Temperature 93.7  °F

Precipitation

Total Precipitation
Rain and/or melted snow reported.

0.00 IN

BEST OF THE BEST V
Aurora, CO – June 11th, 2017

BEST OF THE BEST - WEATHER HISTORY

Temperature

Minimum Temperature 57.6 °F

Mean Temperature 78.2 °F

Maximum Temperature 95.7  °F

Precipitation

Total Precipitation
Rain and/or melted snow reported.

0.00 IN

BEST OF THE BEST VI
Aurora, CO – June 10th, 2018
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Plenty of sun… 
Highs in the  upper 70s 
Lows in the upper 50s.

Showers ending by midday. 
Highs in the low 60s 
Lows in the upper 40s.

Hi 62°F
Lo 48°F

Hi 79°F
Lo 48°F
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Awards, design, and sublimated steel prints!
• Championship team photo steel prints!
• Past PF3 Report steel prints!
• PF3 cover customized with your photo!
• Choose from multiple templates!
• “Like” our Facebook page and message your request!
• www.facebook.com/juillardaward

CUSTOM BEST OF THE BEST VII PHOTOS/PLAQUES WILL BE AVAILABLE IF HIGH RESOLUTION  PHOTO IS TAKEN DURING THE EVENT, 
OR  SUPPLIED TO US.  PRICES WILL VERY. MESSAGE US ON OUR FACEBOOK PAGE IF YOU ARE INTERESTED!

YOUR IMAGE HERE!!!
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FOR ALL YOUR SUPPLEMENT NEEDS CONTACT MIKE PARFITT OR ANGELA ABBOTT

CALL NOW  720-436-5608
TELL THEM THE PF3 SENT YOU!!!
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THE PF3 THANKS YOU ALL FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS 
YEAR’S  BEST OF THE BEST VII!   

SPECIAL THANKS TO PAUL SMITH AND THE AURORA 
SPORTS PARK STAFF FOR HELPING US TO SECURE THESE 

GREAT FIELDS!  

ALSO THANKS TO ALL OF OUR SPONSORS!!!

LET’S RESPECT THEIR RULES SO THEY WILL ALLOW US TO 
COME BACK FOR OUR FUTURE TOURNAMENTS!!!

GOOD LUCK TO ALL TEAMS!

Jesse Eaton  - PF3 Owner

Premier Flag Football Federation, LLC


